Communications
SYMPOSIUM ON ORTHODOXY
To THE EDITOR:

The symposium on "Divided and Distinguished Worlds" (Tradition 26:2,
Winter 1992) brought together a host of voices hitherto unheard from in the pages
of Tradition. i commend the editors and symposium coordinator for broadening the
philosophical spectrum of its contributors to include those on the "right" as well as

those in the /lcentrist" camp. Of particular interest was the view, expressed by a
number of writers, that differences within Orthodoxy may be warranted and justified, as long as opinions are stated without rancor and with genuine respect for alternate halakhic viewpoints.
(RABBI) HERBERT COHEN

Yeshiva High School
Atlanta, GA
To THE EDITOR:

Congratulations on constructing a well-defined symposium posing some

major challenges for the Orthodox community. However, i would like to register
two points of dissent, one of omission and one of commission. The omission relates
to the absence of any participants from the Orthodox left within the symposium.
Surely the views of these people have not become so unacceptable to Tradition's

readership that they warrant exclusion from such an important discussion.
I would also take exception to the inclusion of the offensive and condescending comments concerning Modern Orthodoxy made by Rabbi Mayer Schiler. Not
only does he dismiss entire Orthodox communities in one fell swoop by saying that
a serious Torah Jew would not want his children attending or socializing with students who attend yeshivot like SAR, Ramaz, Flatbush and Frisch; he also, by implica-

tion, dismisses much of the philosophy of the Rav, Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik, and
his educational direction for the Maimonides Yeshiva in Boston.
(DR.) STEVEN BAYME

Director
Jewish Communal Affairs Department

American Jewish Committee
New York, NY
To THE EDITOR:

Rabbi Moshe Eisemann quoted Rambam (Hi/khat Ishut 15:19-20) to support
his vision of the proper relationship between husband and wife. Not only must she

/lstand in awe of him," as Rambam wrote, but, in R. Eisemann's view, she should
stand when he enters the room. I wonder why he did not also quote Rambam's
Hi/khat Ishut (13: 11) that
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. . . it is unseemly for a woman to be constantly going out abroad and into the
streets, and the husband should prevent his wife from doing this and should not

let her go out, except once or twice a month, as the need may arise. Rather, the
seemly thing for a woman is to sit in the corner of her house, for so it is written,
All glorious is the king's daughter within the palace (Ps. 45:14).

Surely R. Eisemann does not suggest that women be limited to leaving their
homes once or twice a month or, as Rambam suggests elsewhere (Hilkhot Ishut
21 :7), "that there are five kinds of work that any wife performs for her husband: she

spins, washes his face, hands and feet, pours his cup, spreads his couch, and waits
on him."

The ta/midei hakhamim with whom I am fortunately acquainted would be
mortified to have their wives, whom they respect as persons created like themselves
b'tselem Elokim, behave towards them in the obsequious manner that R. Eisenmann
holds up as a modeL. Their interpretation af mekhabda yoter migufo and ohava kegufo expresses itself in sharing with their wives as much of themselves as one human
being can possibly share with another. Fortunately, as a result of Sara schnierer's
revolutionary and courageous efforts, today that includes the abilty to share their
respective involvements in limud torah.
Furthermore, we have not need, as Rabbi Schiler suggests, to turn to Third
World countries to teach us how to view Jewish women. The very issue of Tradition

that features his and R. Eisemann's opinions on the appropriate education of and attitudes towards Jewish women, also features four women whose personal lives
exemplify the /ltraditional model" of neshei hayil yet whose knowledge of Torah is
equally exemplary. I would have expected their voices and the voices of similar
equally qualified spokeswomen for Benot Yisrael to have been more equitably represented in a symposium that relates so intimately to their lives.
Finally, i consider it most unfortunate that any issue related to women evakes

irrational fears in all segments of the Orthodox community. It often distorts judgment, causes otherwise fair and rational people to draw unconfirmed conclusions,
and usually brings out the least kind and generous qualities of normally sensitive
and respectful people. All this to the detriment of the Jewish community, for it prevents us and our leaders from dealing with one of the major issues confronting

Orthodox Judaism today.
I would, therefore, suggest that we replace one-sided, uninformed, subjective
diatribes with open dialogues between all parties concerned so that the often strong

but sincere feelings and atttudes of both men and women be aired sensitively,
respectfully, and intelligently. I have no doubt that such communications could only
serve to enhance and enrinch the fabric of Jewish life for us all.
ESTHER KRAUSS

Director
Sha/hevet Torah Institute for Women
Queens, NY
To THE EDITOR:

i agree with R. Eisemann that the issues over which we differ are not trivial.

But we should not differ about one idea: that we can disagree over the issues and
cantinue to see each other as authentically Orthodox Jews. Yet R. Eisemann repeat-

edly suggests that tolerance is a sign of apathy and a "lack of concern for Jewish
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truth." While he cauches his accusations carefully, with "maybe's, who are we to
judge's, I wonder's, and perhaps's," his questions are clearly rhetoricaL. He directly
accuses those who think differently from himself of fundamental flaws of Jewish
character and weak belief.
R. Eisemann presents as a Jewish ideal a husband-wife relationship in which
the wife sees her husband as lithe rash ha-yeshiva of her home," rises when he
enters the room, and only sits down after he reaches his seat. This is wonderful flattery to a man's ego, and I suppose some men might enjoy it, or at least enjoy fanta-

sizing about it, but this is certainly not the Jewish ideaL. Indeed, it is most often
harmfuL. Much effort has been expended in recent years to correct this distorted
image. For example, the major thrust of Rabbi Tzvi Travis's Pirke; Hanhagat haBayit

(published in Israel some years ago with the haskamot of the Badatz of the Eda
Haredit and of the late R. Kaminetzky) is to counter any such expectation on the

part of a Jewish talmid hakham. His wife is not to be his servant, not even his partner-but his intimate friend. I strongly suspect that some of the marital misery in religious homes in recent years comes from misguided expectations-which that seier
tried to correct-that "truly Jewish wifely behavior" should be of the self-effacing,
husband-worshipping type. The ideal wife as portrayed by the Rosh Yeshiva of Volazhin was an independent-minded, strong personality whose greatest service to her

husband would be her oppasing him when appropriate. (See Ha'amek Davar and
Harhev Davar to Bereshit 2:18, s.v., ezer kenegdo.)

Our most fundamental Jewish beliefs include that God has blessed every
human being with free wil and has charged every woman-as He has charged every
man-with earning her place before Him on her own merits. For those women who
choose to marry-optional in ha/akha-"her own merits" include how she relates to
her husband, just as his merits include how he relates to his wife. R. Eisemann

quotes Rambam on the proper attitudes of a husband towards his wife, but Rambam also quotes aur Sages' command that a man hanor his wife even more than he
honors himself. Why does R. Eisemann not suggest that a husband rise when his

wife enters the rooms?

God's charge to women is not limited to her service to her husband. It requires a woman to grow in her own Torah knowledge and yirat shamayim. It
requires her to worship God through her own davening. Indeed, the education of
children, strictly speaking, is a father's halakhic obligation, not a mother's! How
many Jews who follow R. Eisemann's model have been misled to believe the opposite? If child-rearing were the fulfillment of "women's nature," as is so often claimed
in the name of halakha, how is it that halakha allows her to be completely free of
child-rearing duties, including nursing, depending on halakhically recognized socioeconomic considerations? R. Isaac Arama wrote over 500 years ago that child-bearing is the lesser of a woman's two life tasks. The greater task is identical with man's:
achieving intellectual and spiritual understanding, and doing good deeds. "This is
the plain meaning of 'Eshet Hayil''' (Akedat Yitzhak, Bereshit, sha'ar 9).
Davening, yirat shamayim, and Torah study are only some of the many areas

where a woman cannot grow or fulfil her halakhic obligations only vicariously
through her husband and children. In this brief letter I cannot elaborate the numerous halakhic sources which contradict the image Eisemann promotes. My article

"Halsha ha Yehudit beHa/akha" (Dinei Yisrael, vol. 13-14, pp. 263-312) discusses
those sources which might seem ta support Eisemann's view and puts them in proper perspective.
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R. Eisemann quoted Rambam, Hi/khot Ishut (15: 19-20), as a halakhic source.
But no posek has ever suggested that violation of Rambam's instructions there serve

as grounds for divorce, which might have indicated that Rambam's words carry
halakhic obligation. Apparently Rambam was only writing "good advice" in general
terms, subject to various possible interpretations in practical application. Poskim
agree that good advice changes according to circumstances and local custom. Cer-

tainly no posek has ever suggested that a woman must rise when her husband enters the room!
If R. Eisemann wanted a good source with halakhic weight to show a wife's
"proper place," he might have quoted this: "Every woman (no matter how wealthy)

must do all of the following five for her husband: spin (manufacture thread); wash
his face, hands and feet; pour his cup; set the bed; and stand before him and serve"
(ibid 21 :7). Would he seriously say about this source, as he did about the one he
quoted himself, that I'if some of this sounds strange to modern ears-the problem, I
truly think, is with the ears": I certainly hope not.
This source did have halakhic force in the distant past. However, poskim have

pointed out that it is no longer obligatory, since the last four of the five actions Rambam listed had as their original aim the display of a wife's intimate affection (hibba)
towards her husband, and perceptions of how a woman shows affection towards
her husband changed long ago. Indeed, that is why those four actions in particular

were originally forbidden while a woman was a nidda. The change in perception is
why many poskim permit a nidda to do those of the four actions which do not involve physical contact when they are just part of daily routine, and not signs of intimate affection. Certainly, then, R. Eisemann's quote from Rambam has no real halakhic force today.
R. Eisemann appears to praise the decree of Ahasuerus "that each man shall
rule in his home" (Esther 1 :22), which our sages took as a sign of the foolishness of

that king. Jewish homes do not work that way. R. Eisemann appears to consider
God's curse Iland he (your man) will rule over you (woman)" (Genesis 3:16) as if it
were intended as a blessing. His suggested halakhic ideal for wives presents the

foolish as wise and a curse as a blessing.
Delegitimization of Orthodox Jews by one another is not part of the legitimate Jewish tradition we wish to advance. I do not delegitimize R. Eisemann and

those who hald his views, as false and as harmful as I think those views may be. I

call on all Jews to join in real interchange and discussion on a basis of genuine
mutual respect. Let us work together to advance God's plan for us Jews on earth.
Working against each other only serves to maintain, God forbid, this tragic, long

exile which has been imposed on us. Working together may hasten our redemption.
(RABBI DR.) DAVID MESCHELOFF

Kibbutz Be'erot Yitzhak
Israel

To THE EDITOR:

I always thought that the major difference between the "right" and "centrist"
groupings within Orthodaxy centered around atttudes towards the state of Israel
and attending college. After reading Rabbi Moshe Eisemann's contribution to the
Tradition symposium, I shall have to reconsider.
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Students from R. Eisemann's yeshiva attend universities, as do those from

other "right" yeshivot and seminaries (although they tend to professional programs
rather than the humanities). Students from these schools study in Israel in increasing
numbers. They are committed to Israel's security and aliya no less than their counterparts in "centrist" schools. To be sure, they do not say Hallel on Yom HaAtzmaut,
but (as the Ponovicher Rav had noted) neither did Ben Gurion. As R. Eisemann said,

there are important hashkafic differences between the two groups. But with regard

to these two issues, we have a common discourse.
But I fear there is an unbridgeable chasm between the two communities with
regard to the place of women in the home and school. In R. Eisemann's ideal home,
the wife stands (silently, I presume) when her husband enters the room and remains

standing until he reaches his seat. In my ideal home, husband and wife sit down together to learn Torah. Not that I object in any way to standing in the presence of a
Torah scholar. I always stand when Professor Nehama Leibowitz enters the room in

her summer seminars that I have been privileged to attend.
law. But
R. Eisemann states that it is forbidden to teach our daughters the oral
students in most seminaries study Humash, and, as Rabbi Aharon Lichtenstein point'a

ed out ("Torah Study for Women," Ten Da

t, Spring 1989), "It is impossible to

teach women Rashi but not Mishna when Rashi himself cites Mishnayot. The fact

that a particular Mishna filters down to a women via her studying Rashi does not
change its status of being a Mishna." I assume that R. Eisemann does not object to
our girls and young women learning the halakhic sections of Humash and Rashi, as
is the case in most non-Satmar schools. I can therefore only read his words as for-

bidding a woman to fulfill her creative talents in Torah study, stiflng her kohot hanefesh in deference to her ta/mid hakham husband. This position has no resonance in
the centrist community.
(RABBI) MORDECHAI SPIEGELMAN

Director

Department of Yeshivot

New York Board of Jewish Education
New York, NY
To THE EDITOR:

In many ways, i found R. Moshe Eisemann's contribution to the symposium
on a divided Orthodox community to be the most refreshing of the essays. Unlike
Modern Orthodoxy," R.
Eisemann did not hesitate to contribute to the discussion. Instead, he painted his
position in bold strokes, unwiling to cover up important distinctions in hashkafa.
some of his colleagues who do not personally identify with if

More power to him.
But despite this, I found his statement on Torah education for women trou-

bling. There is a spectrum of halakhic opinion within Orthodoxy on this issue. On
one end is that of the Rav, Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik, who publicly inaugurated

the Beit Midrash for Stern College women studying Talmud and for decades stood
at the head of a yeshiva elementary and high school which had equal studies in

Talmud for boys and girls. At the other end is that of the late Satmar Rebbe, Rabbi
Yoel Teitlebaum, who argued that women should receive the most minimum of textual education in Torah. Judging from the Torah education for women affiliated with

his yeshiva, R. Eisemann probably stands somewhere in the middle. It is not for anyone to challenge that position.
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But that is not the same as being comfortable with his summary statement
law:' Needless to say, R.

that "we are enjoined from teaching our daughters the oral

Eisemann need not compromise his personal position at all simply because he is
writing for a journal published by an organization the majority of whose members
hold the Rav both as personal rebbe and one of gedolei doreinu. But somehow i

suspect that if he were writing for a journal sponsored by the Satmar community he
would not have so flippantly dismissed the Satmar Rebbe's position, much as a Satmar rosh yeshiva writing for a Beis Yaakov journal would probably find a more subtle way of saying that it is his halakhic position that Beis Yaakov schools were offering too broad a curriculum in Humash and commentaries. Allegiance to a particular
position does not give license to simply discard those Torah opinions with which
one disagrees.
Unfortunately, that same dismissive attitude is also reflected in his leitmotif

that "the roshei yeshiva were right." Not "our roshei yeshiva, but "the roshei yeshiva." As if there were uniformity of opinion on the issues he raised among all roshei
yeshiva. As if those who participated in interdenominational activities never consulted their rosh yeshiva. As if all roshei yeshiva had a uniform position on educational

strategies (such as going to college). As if only those roshei yeshiva who shared his
opinion merited being called a rosh yeshiva.
R. Eisemann began his essay with a deserved condemnation of the derisive
comments directed at the roshei yeshiva of "the right." As a warm and sensitive per-

son known for his menchlichkeit as well as his scholarship, R. Eisemann naturally
does not speak in such tones. But content is as important as tone. I was saddened
to see that a similar dismissive attitude could have crept into his response.
JOEl B. WOLOWELSKY

Brooklyn, NY

MAYER SCHILLER RESPONDS:

It is regrettable that Dr. Bayme found my comments "offensive and condescending." Unfortunately, though, the fact remains that significant numbers of Modern Orthodox Jews are hazy in the belief in and lax in their practice of the fundamental beliefs and observances of our faith. To note the tragic state of affairs is not
to "condescend," but to bemoan and (hopefully) to stir to action those in charge of
their spiritual well-being.
The schools Dr. Bayme mentioned may serve a legitimate purpose as religious

half-way houses for those incapable of more. That is a painful and diffcult question to
answer. However, my point was directed to parents of young people already committed to Torah Judaism. For them, a non-God-fearing environment is a makom
sakana. To allow a youngster to cavort freely in a spiritually dangerous environment
in his formative years is indicative of a religious indifference of the worst kind.

Our primary task as Jews involved with those of vague commitment to Torah
is to slowly, firmly, yet with empathy lead them to a life based solely on God's wilL.

I'm sure Dr. Bayme shares this all-embracing imperative. May God assist all Jews
who labor in spreading the truths, joys and knowledge of our faith to everyone in
klal Yisrael.
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MOSHE M. EISEMANN RESPONDS:

I must confess that this is the second letter which I am writing in response to
the correspondence which my recent article in Tradition stimulated. When I
received the letters which had come in, the adrenalin began to flow and I sat down

to write in the time-honored style of Communications columns. I defended myself
(fairly successfully, I hope), buttressed my thesis ¡persuasively, I think), and demonstrated how I had been misunderstood and misquoted. All the while I was delighting
in the thrust and parry of intellectual jousting and having a great old time.

When I read what l had written, the fight began to fizzle out of me and somehow I found the tone of my letter depressing. The truth is that i regretted having
written the original article. People were obviously upset-and that is not the busi-

ness i am in. It is the Hazon Ish who said that, generally speaking, not much good

comes out of having things out in writing. 50 much depends on preconceived
notions, so many words and phrases bring with them meanings and associations
which convey vastly different things to different people, that there is very little
chance of a true meeting of minds.

I felt that my response would just continue everything along the old dreary
road of mutual misunderstanding
and one-upmanship.
i
Of this, I want no part.
As Rambam has said in a different context: Devarim ei/u ainam meivi'im 10 Iiydei yir'a velo Iiydei ahava.
Accordingly, instead of reacting to the individual points made by the individ-

ual writers, I wil simply make an attempt to restate my position in those areas which
evoked the responses. If anyone cares enaugh to reread my original article together

with this commentary, I think that the whole matter wil become clearer and everyone wil see that much of the criticism was based on a misreading of my thesis.
1. I made the statement that we are enjoined from teaching our daughters the
oral law. As everybody knows this prohibition is codified in Shulhan Arukh, Yoreh
Dea 246:6. The Shulhan Arukh's language is that of Rambam.

I am aware that, because of a particular situation which obtains today-in
Rabbi Ben Zion Firrer's felicitous formulation ". . . If a modern woman does not
study Torah, she wil certainly study tiflus," and, further, because women in our society are trained to take their studies seriously-there are those who choose to interpret the Perisha (commenting on Tur, Yoreh Dea 246) as liberally as his wording wil
permit. This, however, is not germane to the argumént in my article. There, I made
my statement in the context of Rambam's depiction of the ideal relationship

between husband and wife. I wrote: "In the Torah scheme, the talmid hakham is a
law. Rambam's recipe
for marital bliss flows from this assumption. This scheme cannot change, wil not
man. We are enjoined from teaching our daughters the oral

change and we ought not to wish to change it."
I had suggested that Rambam's ideas were based upon the primacy of Torah

in society and the family. Accordingly the husband-the repository of Torah she-b'al
peh, as Rambam in his time certainly viewed him-is to be the sar and melekh of the

home. I argued in my article, as J shall argue below, that Rambam's scheme is
immutable. The topsy-turv world in which we live today simply did not enter the
picture.
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2. The Symposium question had asked for an assessment of women's education in our society. I suggested that the test of the success of the educational system
would be the extent to which it imbues them with an intuitve grasp of the nature of
the Jewish community and, more particularly, the Jewish home.
I quoted Rambam in order to define the Torah's perception of the nature of
the Jewish home and made the point that I had seen this system lived in real life,
that it had worked spectacularly well, and that I know of no formula to equal it.
Herewith some clarifying remarks.

The tone of the two paragraphs which I quoted from Rambam makes it quite
clear that he did not intend a halakhic ruling but was simply giving advice. Nothing

in my article indicates otherwise.

Nevertheless, the sar va'me/ekh principle-that there is a measure of kavod
which the wife is to render the husband and which preempts her own needs-is firmly embedded in halakha. See Yoreh Dea 240:14, which is built upon the principle
that ata ve'imkha hayavim bikvod avikha. Clearly this in no way contradicts the husband's abligation to honor his wife yoter migufo. The two types of kavod functian at
different levels. A discussion would lead us too far, but I am sure that readers of
Tradition can readily appreciate that the one need not, and does not, contradict the

other.
Now, the fact that we all agree that the halakhot do not change brings us to the
question of how to build a good Jewish home under today's mores. Indeed, as several
of the correspondents indicated we need to have a principled understanding of all the
advice which Rambam offers-such as that the wife ought nat to venture forth more
than a couple of times a manth-in the light of a manifestly changed society.
My understanding is as follows.

The form in which certain principles are actualized can change with common
usage. However, I believe that the principles themselves are immutable. Thus, for

example, Rambam's suggestion that the woman leave her house only once or twice
a month is based upon the principle that kol kevoda bat me/ekh penima. There is no

doubt at all that with differing times, the tseniut mandated by this verse may be more
or less constricting. But the principle that a certain reticence is expected of a woman
that interdicts activities which for a man are totally appropriate, is certain. Now it is
clear that a certain latitude of application is possible concerning what, in our circumstances, would be considered inappropriate for a waman under this requirement. I

may feel that a public speech would miltate against the concept II dol, and someone
else might feel that it does not, and we could stil be the best of friends. But I would,

if i could, fight against a societal model in which the special standard of tseniut
required of the woman is simply regarded as no longer appropriate.
i suggest that the same is true for the sar va'me/ekh principle. If my interpretation of Rambam is correct, then this principle is based upan the centrality of Torah

in the home. I readily concede that yesterday's appropriate standard might be
today's distasteful obsequiousness. But, that anly means that the correct time-bound
form must be found to give expression to a timeless truth.
i did not, and would not, arrogate to myself an exact definition of the how's
and what's of the sar va'melekh principle in today's society. I recognize that there
might be wide-and entirely legitimate-ifferences in how to apply it. I did, and do,

maintain that the principle is based upon an absolute value system which does not
change with times-and with which we should not wish to tamper.
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3. As an ilustration of how I had found the centrality of Torah in the home
expressed in practical terms, I told a story. It concerned a young wife who was mar-

ried to a major talmid hakham. In order to show kavod for her husband's Torah
knowledge, she rose when he entered the room. She and her husband did then, and
da stil, have a marriage which incorporates all that is best and most beautiful in the

loving intimacy which makes such a relationship glow and sing. But-and here was

the point of my little vignette-she had the wisdom not to let her wifehood submerge the other dimension of their relationship, that of a ta/mida to her rebbi.
There is, to the best of my knowledge, no halakha which requires a wife to

stand up before her husband. There is a very clear halakha-and, to the best of my
knowledge, wives are not exempt-of standing up to honor a ta/mid hakham. That

the talmid hakham can forgive this show of respect goes without saying. Whether,
from a hinukh standpoint and within the context a full and meaningful marital rela-

tionship, he would be well-advised to be mochel, is an issue about which reasonable
people can disagree. Certainly it is my feeling that, in today's realities, he would not
insist upon the show of honor due to him if his wife were not in full agreement that
this would be best for the ruah of their home and the education of their children.

My own feeling is that there is no more effective way for parents to educate
their children in the supreme value of kavod haTorah. A husband whose wife so wilingly demonstrates the respect which is the rock-base upon which her love is
grounded, wil certainly want to live up to her highest dreams and to earn-to truly

earn-the confidence which she places in him.
Happy, two human beings who can forge the most intimate of relationships
with God truly present as the third partner. Happy the children of such happy parents.
4. I wrote the following in my essay: /lUnderstanding what women. . . need in
lead to

order to achieve self-fulfilment and spiritual growth. . . the paths which wil

their yirat shamayim, what wil make them into the spiritual giants which, it goes
without saying they tao should and can become. . . ."
This sentence-together with a glance back at some of the wonderful women

whose homes were built along the general lines which I suggested in my articleshould lay to rest any fear that the relationships which i described would somehow

put a crimp in women's growth. People only become small when they allow themselves to feel small. The neshei hayi/ of yesteryear, the thousands of women who,
today, glory in their husband's Torah, would laugh at the imputation that their role
somehow diminishes them.
What of their own creativity? Are those women who are content to live with

Rambam and the Shulhan Arukh even today, who do not see themselves as modern-day Beruriahs who are somehow better than their mothers, condemned to intellectual sterility?

I do not believe so.
The interdiction against teaching women the oral law does not in any way
limit their access to Tarah she-b'al peh as it is used and quoted by Rashi and all the
othpr r.ommp.ntators who ¡UP. so fruitfully studied in those seminaries whiçh ~dhcrc,

strictly and lovingly, to the old standards.
This, as follows.
It is absolutely clear that when Hazal decided that Torah she-b'al peh was not

to be taught to women, they did not quarantine everything that comes under the
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rubric of oral
law as though it were some infectious disease. Clearly those areas
which were to be considered as legitimate, let us for argument's sake agree on mus-

sar, would be accessible even if they could only be found in a mishna.
We can formulate the principle as follows. The mitzvah of Talmud Torah as it

applies to men obliges them to study and to know every area of God's wil,
le'ha/akha u-/e'maase, irrespective of any other value that might accrue to them from
this knowledge. The mastery of all areas of Torah, the ethical and the practical, that

which has immediate applicatian and that which does not, the have amina and the
maskana and so on-is obligatory simply because each detail is a constituent part of

that Torah which God would have us know-lishma, for Torah's own sake.

This mitzva was not given to women. They are relieved from it by Torah
decree. Hazal took the matter a stage further and advised against teaching Torah

she-b'al peh to women-if the teaching has as its aim the knowledge of Torah
lishmah. We do not teach Torah to our daughters in the way we teach it to our
sons. But, if we teach our daughters those parts of Torah which are outside Hazal's

formal interdiction, let us say because of its mussar content or any other which is
legitimate, there is certainly no problem in going to the Torah she-b'al peh for the
relevant information.

Once, in contradistinction to the Hassidic schools, we have decided that we
wil teach our daughters Torah she-biktav-and this is what the Bais Yaakov movement, legitimized in its time by many Gedolei Yisrael, is all abaut-then there is clear-

ly no objection to finding breadth and depth through the commentators, even
though this involves the study of sources from the Torah she-b'al peh which would

be interdicted were they studied for their own sake.
Within the permitted areas there is ample room for creative study, as witness
the many outstanding women teacher/scholars who function so magnificently in
educating the girls in our
seminaries.
(I am aware that there are indeed opinions which would permit women to
study only the simple meaning of Torah she-biktav, and would forbid any deeper
analysis. However, my own upbringing has been within a different tradition and it is
this which I am here presenting.)
Before I c1ase i would like to share with Traditon's readership some thoughts
which lie close to my heart. I imagine that many wil disagree; i hope that some wil
agree. Either way, I see no harm in airing my thoughts to you, my friends.
You wil all appreciate that i am neither a professional sociologist nor a historian and the little masha/ which I am about to cite may be all wrong. But, it will serve

my purpose even if it is too simplistic an assessment of a vastly complex problem.
I once read in some magazine, I cannot recall where, that all the terrible troubles under which American society is reeling today, can be laid squarely at the door
of-believe it or not-the late President Eisenhower. The argument was as follows:

The building of the Federal Highway System, in which he was instrumental, was the
most direct cause of the dreadful erosion of the inner city. By making possible the

flght to the bedroom suburbs, it contributed to the erosion of the tax base, the
deterioration of the schools, the breaking up of the familes, the drugs, the murders,
the hapelessness, the. . . , the. . . and so on as each of us can complete the list.

let us grant, for argument's sake, that all this is true.
What does it show?
It shows that the best intentions can go awry, that what is thought to be perfectly innocuous and even beneficial by well-meaning people, may backfire in the
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most tragic ways. We are not prophets, most of us are not even among those wise

men who see that which wil result from their actions. It behooves us to be very cir.

cumspect in experimenting with models which have stood us in good stead
throughout the ages. If we begin to tamper with tradition we may well be sawing
the seeds of havoc. Above all, as Hippocrates admonished, let us be certain that we
do no harm.

My good friend and colleague, Rabbi Yissachar Frand, once gave a talk in
which he attempted to show how the women's minyanim which had lately come
into vogue, were playing fast and loose with several halakhic values. (let's not argue
about this. It's just a story as it happened.) He was modest enough to ask my opinion of the case which he had made and there were some points which I did not find
totally convincing. At the time 1 said to him what i would now like to share with
you.

I said: "Why not just tell the truth? Why not say that you object to these minyanim because they fly in the face of our mesora? Why not make a powenul statement that we refuse to tinker with our traditions, that we want our daughters, as far
as possible, to be like our mothers and like their mothers before them. Why not
speak in defense of the tsura of the Jewish family as we know it? Why not reject

forthrightly and unambiguously values which come from without rather than from
within our tradition?
The moral of the story is simple enough.
No one, least of all I, doubts the well-meaning sincerity of those among us
who would make innovations in the woman's place in our Torah society. But, my
suggestion to you is: Don't! Vehameivin yavin! Vehameivina tavin!

Thanks, everyone, for your interest.
To THE EDITOR:

Prof. David Berger writes that Modern Orthodoxy shauld insist on the "desir-

abilty of its core positions without fostering disrespect for those wha disagree . . .
(or diminishing) the respect owed to gedolei Torah holding such aln opposing)

view." He criticizes those who make "disrespectful references" to Rav Kook and,
yibadellehayim, Rav J. B. Soloveitchik. No one can argue with this.
Unfortunately, however, the same issue of Tradition contains at least two
such disrespectful references to gedolim who happen to hold non-Centrist views.
Prof. Berger himself writes: "We (Modern Orthodox) are flatly right about the religious significance of the State of Israel. There is nothing good to be said about the

grievous error in hashkafah of the non-Zionist right" (p. 9). Whether the writer is
referring either to the gedolim who determined the attitude of the Agudah tawards

Zionism both before and after the Second World War or to the Satmar Rebbe and
his more extreme view, such language is clearly uncalled for. Is there really "nothing
good" to be said for the views of the Hafetz Hayim, Rav Elhanan Wasserman, or

Rav Hayim Brisker? Does not such a comment foster the disrespect Prof. Berger

asks us to avoid? Furthermore, what would the reaction be if 1 were ever to make
the disrespectful comment that Rav Soloveitchik's Kol Dodi Dofek had "grievous
errors in hashkafah"?

May I add that although no specific gadol is mentioned, the statement
remains disrespectful-in fact, even more so, because he belittles a number of
authorities at ane time. In addition, the statement that the "grievous error" of the
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gedolim should not "undermine their religious credentials or diminish the respect
owed to gedolei Yisrael holding such a view" does not lessen the wrong. A disrespectful comment made while professing respect is disrespectful nonetheless.
An even more serious example appears in Rabbi Israel Wohlgelernter's statement that "(R.J Breur was courageous in expressing his thoughts and that is why he
stood taller than his colleagues in the Agudah in the thirties and forties, and surely in

the eighties" (p. 68). It is not clear on what authority this writer claims the abilty to
determine who "stood taller" than giants such as R. Hayim Ozer, the Brisker Rav,
and the Hazon Ish, to name a few. What makes this comment more serious is the
gratuitous slap at the gedolim who once led, and, yibadel lehayim, stil lead the
yeshiva and hasidic worlds of the eighties and nineties. His comment had no con.
nection to the discussion; it was simply an insult to authorities whose views evidently made him uncomfortable.
Many differences separate Modern and Right-wing Orthodoxy today, many of

which cannot-or should not-be easily resolved. But the world of the yeshiva places
emphasis on da'at Torah, and therefore the statements cited here create major
obstacles between the two groups. As long as elementary respect is lacking towards
gedolim whose views on finds unpleasing, Modern Orthodoxy's call for a bringing

together of the total Orthodox community wil unfortunately not be heard.
(RABBI) AHARON Y. PRElL

Jerusalem, Israel
DAVID BERGER REPLIES:

Rabbi Preil's letter raises a critical issue with serious implications for efforts at
increasing cooperation and understanding between the Modern Orthodox community and the haredi world.

let me begin by reproducing in its entirety the relevant passage containing
my allegedly disrespectful remarks. After advocating lithe vigorous, uncompromising
insistence (by Modern OrthodoxyJ on the religious desirability of its core positions

withaut fostering disrespect for those who disagree," I explained that this confronts
us with

a delicate challenge. Modern Orthodox Jews must be prepared to say that we are
flatly right about the religious value of pursuing a higher secular education. In this
regard, there is considerable irony in the pride that Agudat Yisrael takes in its high-

ly educated consitituency which has violated the educational ideal that the leadership of the movement so vigorously proclaims. At the same time, it would be
dishonest and inappropriate to refrain from acknowledging the positive religious
consequences of that ideaL. We must be prepared to say that we are flatly right
about the religious significance of the State of Israel. Here there is nothing good to
be said about the grievous error in hashkafah of the non-Zionist Right, but it is

manifestly not an error that undermines its religious credentials or diminishes the
respect owed to gedolei Yisrael holding such a view.

This is a disrespectful statement?

While I am templed to end my reply with this rhetorical question, the point

raised is too important to be dismissed flppantly. Precisely because I was scrupulously respectful, the assertion that I was not points to a blurring of the lines
between issues and personalities that amounts to an effort to intimidate Modern
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Orthodoxy. Here the letter's reference to da-at Torah is very much on target. Any
vigorous argument on a matter of substance is interpreted as a personal attack on
the authority or authorities who hold the rejected position. Hence, the demand for
respect becomes a demand for assent. To accommodate such a demand is to forfeit

the right to anything but the most half-hearted, hopelessly qualified, mealy-mauthed
affrmation of one's position. It is to give up the ghost before entering the arena. It is
to forsake milhamtah shel Torah.

In speaking of a grievous error in hashkafah i was referring neither to pre-State
gedolim nor to Satmar (though i certainly include the latter in the characterization)
but to the virtual refusal to see the hand of God in the establishment of the State.
A subsequent Tradition symposium (26:4, Summer 1992) has afforded me the
opportunity of explicating the point in some detail, and I refer R. Preil to that discussion. What is especially germane to his letter is my observation in that symposium
that the emphasis on da'at Torah has prevented people from reassessing the initially
understandable position of gedolim who formulated their stance before the monumental, providential event that must now inform any examination of this question.
Finally, what would the reaction be if someone were to describe a controver-

sial view of Rav soloveitchik as a "grievous error in hashkafah"? I don't know
whether to laugh or, cry at this hypothetical question. When I was a student at
Yeshiva University, a standard term for the Rav in the yeshiva world-and I am
speaking of the metukkanim she-babem-was "J.B." The responsa of the Debreciner
Rav stand proud and unmolested on the shelves of the YU Beit Medrash next to
Yehaweh Da'at and under Iggerot Mosheh, complete with their ruling forbidding the
study of any book written by anyone teaching at Yeshiva University. After all, says
the responsum, a reader seeing the greatness in Torah of someone standing at the

head of that institution might consider it permissible to study or teach there, which
is in fact known to be a disgusting abomination;l moreover, the author might have
concealed his objectionable views (de-ot nifsadot) in the book in a way that could
trap the unwary.2
Imagine, then, the following passage in a respected journal of the yeshiva

world:
We must insist vigorously on the religious desirability of our core positions without

fostering disrespect for those Orthodox Jews who disagree. This presents us with a
delicate challenge. We must be prepared to say that we are flatly correct about
our religious objections to attendance at college. At the same time, it would be
dishonest and inappropriate to refrain from acknowledging the positive religious
consequences that can result from the ideal of Torah u-Madda. We must be prepared to say that we are flatly correct in our religious delegitimation of Zionism.
Here nothing good can be said about the grievous error in hashkafah of religious

Zionists influenced by such works as Kol Dodi Dofek, but it is manifestly not an
error that undermines their religious credentials or diminishes the respect owed to
gedolei Yisrael holding such a view.

How would I react?
I would declare a yoma tava Je-rabbanan.
To a certain degree, i am prepared to accept the uneven playing field
imposed upon us by the asymmetrical ground rules that govern our relationship

with the Orthodox Right. In effect, my original article advocated the position that
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Modern Orthodox Jews be ne'e/avim ve-einam 'olvim. But we cannot be ne-elavim
ve-einam potsim peh. I can only hope that our brothers and sisters in the haredi
world will recognize respectful disagreement for what it is so that we can all pursue
a mahloket le-shem shamayim in mutual
love and understanding.
NOTES
1. I am inclined to take piggul and to'evah as references to teaching and studying at YU and

not as direct characterizations of Rav Soloveitchik; for the latter alternative, see Norman

lamm, Torah Umadda (Northvale, New Jersey and london, 1990), p. 53.
2. Moshe Stern, She'elot u-Teshuvot Be'er Mosheh, vol. 8 (Brooklyn, 1987), #3, p.ll. The
only markings on the YU Belt Medrash copy are the underlining of the words Yeshiva

University and a laconic five-letter reference on the inner cover of the book, in which
volumes 7 and 8 are bound together, pointing the reader to the relevant responsum
(iRI7 n"nv)

YAAKOV AND JAY
To THE EDITOR:

We found your essay "Yaakov and Jay: A Tale of Two Worlds (Traditon, 26:3,
Spring 1992) quite offensive. Now we certainly agree with your explicit thesis. It is
sorry indeed that many elements of the Jewish people do not communicate with
each other at alL. It is your implicit message, though, which we find sa angering. The

piece draws the picture of two Jews, both successful in their chosen endeavor. The
secular medical doctor ("Jay") achieves, as well, the pinnacle of material success.
The rosh yeshiva, ("Yaakov"), who has throughout sacrificed material comfort in
Israel, represents spirituality in its noblest form.
We disagree-and we hape that most readers of Traditon disagree as welL.
Yaakov's education and progress are presented in great detail; so it is not merely an

oversight that his service in the Israel Defence Forces is omitted. Obviously, he
belongs to-and given the stress on where he sends his children to school, institutionally perpetuates-a world which does not accept this basic responsibilty. Sittng
where we do, it is a travesty to see Yaakov as the exemplar of spirituality. It may not
be too strong a term, indeed, to see him as an exercise in moral failing.
It is indeed sad that Yaakov sits (as do the majority of Israeli schaol children)

in cold draughty classrooms. The sons of our community regularly sit on the cold
mountains of Lebanon, protecting Yaakov in his classroom. Let us not over-senti-

mentalize, to be sure; but the truth remains that everybody comes back alive and
whole from Yaakov's cold classroom.
By painting Yaakov as your spiritual antipode to Jay's materialism, you have
placed yourself on what we believe is the wrong side of the Jewish, moral, divide.
With whom have you alled yourself? You are well enough informed about Israel to
know that the fellows who study in yeshivot hesder, who combine Torah with army
duty, are constantly denigrated by the denizens of Yaakov's "yeshiva kedosha"; and

that rashei yeshiva of the calibre of R. Aharon Lichtenstein and R. Nahum
Rabinovitch have no legitimacy in that same world.
Much could be added about the other values represented by Yaakov. But
perhaps enough has been said. Your readership, we assume, could continue this letter on their own, as they ask themselves: Is Yaakov the man of the spirit for whom
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we hope? Has he made the right, often painful, moral choices?

We would like to describe two other participants at your medical conference
in Jerusalem: "Gil and Yehuda." Gil grew up in the totally secular environment of a
Shomer Hatzair kibbutz. After completing his army service as a company commander in an elite infantry unit he went on to a prestigious academic career in the life
Sciences and is a leading researcher in the area of medical organ transplants. His

only formal contact with any religious Jewish establishment in Israel was at his wedding where a member of the Tel Aviv Rabbinate offciated, and at the large number
of funerals of fallen comrades. His knowledge of Judaism is minimal and, while not
really involved in politics, he is disgusted by the behavior and what he perceives as

the inappropriate influence of the religious parties in the Knesset.
Yehuda attended a mamlakhti dati elementary school and was afterwards
enrolled by his parents, whose ambition for their son to become a talmid chacham
was no less than those of Yaakov's, in an excellent yeshiva tikhonit in the Jerusalem

area. Being quite bright, he excelled both in Talmud and his other studies and was
encouraged by his teachers to see a career as a rosh yeshiva as a serious possibility.

Unlike Yaakov, Yehuda had been educated to know that God has placed on
our generation an added duty and privilege: the restoration of a Jewish state and

"ezrat Yisrael miyad tzar haba a/Jehem." What is the optimal way to fulfill this duty
while at same time not compromising his responsibilty to Torah? Yehuda decided
to enroll in a yeshivat hesder, famous for both the intellectual and moral stature of
its ,ashei yeshiva, as well as the high quality of its students.
Yehuda did his army service in the framework of the hesder program in an
elite infantry unit. His company commander was GiI, a young kibbutznik. For the
first time Yehuda came into close contact with Israeli youths from a totally secular
background and was made aware of how great were the differences between their
fundamental atttudes and behavior. On the other hand, Yehuda could not help but

admire GiIs personal morality and his deep level of love for and commitment to the
Jewish people.

Needless to say, our Yehuda continued to study in the yeshiva for many
years, became a rash metivta in another yeshiva and a leading expert in the halakha
of medicine. Realizing the importance of a general education and not wanting to be

overly dependent on scientific experts, he completed a Master's degree in Life
Sciences.

At our conference, Yehuda and Gil meet again after not having seen each
other for twenty years. Superfcially the gap between them may seem as wide as
that between Yaakov and Jay. However they sit together knowing that despite all
that separates them they have shared a common goal in the past under extremely
different circumstances, and are united by at least one common value, their love for
the Jewish people, not as an abstract concept but as a living entity with all its complexities and diffculties.

like you, the editor, we have described ideal types. However these types
reflect (at least Israeli) reality no less than yours and make a very different statement
about where the Jewish people are at and where we can go from here.
GERALD J. BUDSTEIN

AVRAHAM FEINTUCH

Ben Gurion University of the Negev
Beersheva, Israel
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To THE EDITOR:

I was deeply moved by the tale of "Yaakov and Jay", these two IInice Jewish

boys," and read the entire article during my Shabbat Shuva Derasha to our congregation. A heated discussion followed and one of our enlightened baa/ebatim

remarked: "This article placed the mirror in front of us and we saw ourselves as we
really are."
Clearly, the serious and the enlightened student of Jewish history who understands and cherishes the nobility and majesty of the authentic Torah lifestyle wil
have no diffculty at all identifying with Yaakov, the reliable and trustworthy custodian of our values and hopes for our future.

Of course, we must never abdicate our responsibility to Jay. Not a single
stone must be left unturned in order to bring him closer to Yaakov. If Trotsky's and

litvinov's descendants have found their way to Jerusalem, certainly Jay may one day
pass the threshold of Yeshivat HaKotel or Hevron or Yeshiva University.
(RABBI) BARUCH A. POUPKO

Dean
Orthodox Rabbinate of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, P A.

EMANUEl FELDMAN RESPONDS:

"Yaacov and Jay" has been interpreted in different and interesting ways by the
letter-writers in both our last and current issues. However, I wil react only to Drs.
Blidstein and Feintuch, because their letter represents a serious misreading of my
little essay.

The issue of miltary deferment certainly deserves rational and sober discussion-unlike the verbal overkil which marks their letter-but it did not enter the
remotest borders of my mind as i wrote my piece. This emotional issue has caused
them to see apparitions where none exist.

What I tried to do (though obviously i did not succeed with every reader) was
to create a suggestive, open-ended essay which would project a sense of sadness
and lament. My intent was to generate a mood, not to make a statement. I had no
hidden agenda.
l was lamenting our collective myopia: the fact that in contemporary Jewish
life there are fine Jews at all points on the Jewish spectrum who live in their own
tight little cubicles and are only dimly aware of other kinds of Jews-not because
they are morally inept or uncaring, but because of the blinders which today's Jewish

life places upon all of us. The kippah serugah Jew never really "sees" the Meah
Shearim Jew, and vice-versa; ditto the hesder yeshiva Jew and the haredi yeshiva

Jew; or the Yeshiva University kollel Jew and the lakewood kollel Jew, or the
Sepharadi or the Ashkenazi, or the Satmarer and the Belzer. The list goes on and on.

And this is only within the Orthodox community, where all believe and practice the same principles of faith. How much more so is this true of the extremes of
Jewish life represented by the haredi Israeli Rosh Yeshiva and the assimilated, mate-

rially successful American Jew (whose Bar Mitzvah invitations actually did arrive on
the same day). They are the prototypes of all the decent, caring Jews who, living
embodiments of the 10 ra-u ish et achiv of Shemot 10:23, pass each other like jets in
the evening sky.
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Obviously, the same kind of piece could have been written about each of the
above; it could have been a Barak and a Velvel-or, as Profs. Blidstein and Feintuch

suggest, Yehudah and Gil. But in keeping with the ultima-mezzo literary device
(through which ilustrations from the extreme edges help to highlight the middle), I
chose to portray the outer limits of the parameter in order better to iluminate our
present condition.

That my essay could provoke otherwise amiable people into hurling epithets
like "offensive," "anger," "travesty,. "moral failure," and could cause them to refer to
students of haredi yeshivot as "denizens of Yaakov's 'yeshiva kedosha'," is rather
unsettling.

The very tone of their letter only underscores my central theme: even our
best people today are unable to .see"-or even read-one another.

SOCIOLOGY AND HALAKHA
To THE EDITOR:

It was with a great deal of interest that I read the review.essay by Marc
Shapiro, "Sociology and Halakha" Traditon (27:1, Fall, 1992) which centered on my

own work, Tradition in Transition. I feel that Mr. Shapiro and I have significant
methodological disagreements over how halakhic sources can and ought to be
approached by historical researchers, and this leads me to dissent from his assertion

that my book contains "many errors that lead to egregious misinterpretations" (p.

76). Suffce it ta say that I dispute his characterization of my readings as erroneous
in virtually every instance. To respond seriatim to his criticisms might obscure the

genuine difference of opinion which marks our approaches to these texts. Instead, I
would like to provide an extensive excursus on one text Shapiro cites as representa-

tive of my "numerous misinterpretations" in order to explain my approach and
allow the readers to judge whether my readings in fact constitute misrepresentations of the texts, or whether they can be seen as interpretations that are properly

sensitive to the richness of the texts, iluminate their dynamics, and do justice to the
historical realities of the milieu in which they were authored.
At the outset of his criticisms Mr. Shapiro writes, "Ellenson writes that R.

David Hoffman 'allowed a kohen to study medicine (p. 49). His source for this statement is Me/ammed leHo'il, Orah Hawim, no. 31. Actually, Hoffmann's responsum is

unequivocal in forbidding a kohen to study medicine. The issue before him was
whether or not such a kohen may be called to the Torah for the first aliyah. Hoffman
decided in the negative" (p. 76).

In the paragraphs that follow, i wil argue that Shapiro's understanding of the
text, in this instance as in others, can be sustained only by the most narrow of readings. Indeed, his interpretation of this particular responsum can be supported only if
one selectively chooses to read a bare minimum of the text. My own reading which
asserts that R. Hoffmann, in effect, has ruled so as to allow a kohen to study medi-

cine, is methodologically committed to an examination of the entire text. As such,
my approach displays a greater respect for the whole of R. Hoffmann's writing than

Shapiro's does. As I wil demonstrate, my reading to the text accounts for why R.
Hoffmann devotes less than ten lines of a thirty-nine line responsum to the question
of whether a kohen who is a medical student can be called for the first aliyah to the
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Torah. My reading not only deals with every aspect of R. Hoffmann's responsum. It
demonstrates how these other portions of R. Hoffmann's opinion inform his holding
at the end. To ignore these portions, I wil argue, is to play freely with the text and

distort its halakhic value. Such a reading is irresponsible because it removes from
the responsum those parts that do not conform to the author's opinion. It takes
greater liberties with the text than I would allow myself to take and employs a looser hermeneutic than I would permit.
In the responsum under discussion the stated issue is whether a rabbi is obligated to forbid a medical student who is a kohen from being called to the Torah. As a

medical student, the young man comes into contact with and engages in the dissection of corpses. In so doing he ritually defies himself as a priest. These are the considerations that undergird the query the rabbinic questioner poses to R. Hoffmann.

For Shapiro the issues involved in interpreting and understanding this reposum are simple and straightforward. R. Hoffmann "is unequivocal in forbidding a
kohen to study medicine." Furthermore, the only issue of significance is "whether or
not such a kohen may be called to the Torah for the first aliyah." Even here, it would

suffce to assert, "IR.) Hoffmann decided in the negative." But, such a reading must
betray the richness of the text. It implies that the holding to be derived from the
reading of a legal text is univocal and self-apparent-an approach which ignores the
vast literature that the last decades of legal scholarship have produced on the philosophy and sociology of judicial decision-making. It also ignores the content and
reasoning process of the posek and focuses exclusively on the conclusion. Indeed,
the method Shapiro employs in the reading of this and other texts displays a rigidly
formalistic tendenz that not only does not do justice to the literary elements of the
responsum, but also understands the nature and significance of socio-historical set-

ting in the most narrow of ways. It fails to appreciate the text's importance for the
writing of history, and ignores its significance for a more complete understanding of
the sociology of p'sak. As such, it is methodologically distinct from my approach and
leads to a radically different conclusion about the text's meaning.

For me the text reveals competing tensions in the canon of Jewish law, as
well as tensions between the codified authority of Jewish law and the rabbi's right to

exercise judicial discretion in a particular case. In other words an understanding of
this responsum, like many other responsa, involves an analysis of the process of
adjudicatian that marks Jewish law. As a posek, R. Hoffmann is and ought to be
committed to the rules, principles, and policies of the Jewish legal tradition. He is

responsible to the history of this tradition and he must be guided by it in rendering
his decision. There is a rule that a kohen, for the reasons cited above, should not
study medicine. R. Hoffmann also possesses a fidelity to the halakhic tradition's policy that Jews ought to observe the strictures of the tradition. The question that

remains-in light of the non-observance that marked the activities of the preponderance of lay members of his community and in view of the total lack af caercive

legal authority the rabbinate of his time and place possessed-is whether R.
Hoffmann can invoke a principle that can legitimately permit the exercise of rabbinic discretion in this instance. Can such discretion be warranted by the tradition
itself so that the rabbi, in effect, can acquiesce in this kohen's decision to study med-

icine? In the immediate density of this diffcult case, can the rabbi justify a decision
to "remain silent" concerning the studentls violation of Jewish law? Can he justify
rabbinic non-intervention in an instance where this student is called to the Torah as
a kohen? Finally, and this is a critical element in the analysis of this case, if the
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answer to all these questions is affrmative, how is one to evaluate them? All these
questions, as well as my assessments of them, reflect the tenor of my own approach
to these texts.
looking at the text from these perspectives yields the following layers of

analysis. First, R. Hoffmann definitely goes to great lengths to demonstrate that elements within the halakhic tradition define such a kohen as an inadvertent, and not
an intentional sinner. In so doing¡ R. Hoffmann displays some of the complexities
and competing sources contained in the law itself. Having done this, R. Hoffmann
then demonstrates, once more on the basis of a traditional warrant, that the rabbi
need not rebuke the student for electing to study medicine if the source of the pro-

hibition against his doing so does not derive from the Torah. R. Hoffmann proceeds
by indicating that this prohibition against a kohen's engaging in the study of medi-

cine because of the sin of ritual defiement that comes from contact with corpses
does not necessarily stem from the Torah. Hence, the rabbi is legally justified in not

rebuking the student if he so chooses. The same option is provided the rabbi at the
end of the responsum, where R. Hoffmann provides the rabbi with a warrant for
remaining silent in the event that such a medical student is called to the Torah.
R. Hoffmann has had to weigh '''greater' and 'lesser' halakhic ¡goods'" against
one another and, in so doing, has in effect issued a lenient as opposed to a stringent

ruling on two scores-on the matter af the kohen studying medicine and on the issue
of whether such a young man could be called to the Torah. Neither is an ideal out-

come for R. Hoffmann. In the former instance, religious and social concerns, in addition to the rules cited above, seem to inform his judgment. As a jurist operating in a

religious system of law, R. Hoffmann is concerned about the Jewish medical student's
relationship with God. His decision to allaw the rabbi to define this student's sin as
inadvertent, not deliberate, permits the student to be guilty of a lesser offense before

the Holy One. R. Hoffmann employs minority precedent to avoid the necessity of
transforming a Jew into a more serious category of offender against God's law. In

addition, the social reality of communal and individual non-observance leads him to

evoke precedents that wil permit the rabbi of the community not to confront the
medical student with his non-observance. R. Hoffman has done all this while display-

ing his own commitment to the received tradition of Jewish law. He has thereby
demonstrated the elasticity of the halakhic system. By presenting this discretionary

option to his rabbinic interrogator, R. Hoffmann, in effect, provides the rabbi with an
halakhic warrant for acceding to this man's decision to study medicine.
Sociological concerns, in the broad sense I have tried to outline, playa role in
helping to explain why this is so. It is an approach that helps to facilitate an under-

standing of the text in its totality. It is one of the reasans why I contend that this
text, embedded as it is in the German settng of the early 1900s, addresses the question af whether a kohen is permitted to study medicine and why I claim that R. Hoffmann's ruling here can be construed as a lenient one. To contend otherwise is to do
disservice to the responsum and to caricature the fullness and sensitivity of a socio-

logical approach to this literature. As such, I wil not concede that my reading is an
erroncous onc that Icads to "egrcgious misinterpretations." Indeed, such a characterizatian strikes me as decidedly unfair. This text¡ as well as others Shapiro lists, is
much more textured and "problematic" than his comments would indicate.

Of course, I recognize that mine is not the only legitimate reading that can be
offered af this text. Indeed, why would anyone espouse an interpretive strategy that
allows for only one reading of a text? Scholars are able to acknowledge the plausi-
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bility of readings other than their own preferred reading. Why must a reading from
which one dissents be labelled an "egregious misinterpretation"? Such alternative
readings or criticisms are, depending upon the goals of the author and the care with
which the author constructs an interpretation, clearly possible. Indeed, any legiti-

mate reading of this, or any other text, must take into account the richness and subtlety of the posek's entire argument. Otherwise, the responsum is misconstrued and
misrepresented.
In conclusion, I would only add that I have attempted throughout my book to

employ the method I have taken such pains to outline above. It is a method that
pays serious attention to the totality of what a posek writes and the context in
which he writes it. It examines the content of p'sak and addresses the dynamics of
the halakhic process from the admittedly distinct vantage point of one who is an historian and sociologist. The readings offered in Traditon in Transition are fair ones
judiciously argued that strive to be true to both the letter and spirit, as well as context, of the texts under discussion. They iluminate the dynamics and directions of an
occidental Jewish community in the modern era.
(PROF.) DAVID ELLENSON

HUC-JIR
losAngeles, CA.
MARC SHAPIRO REPLIES:

In Dr. Ellenson's book he writes that R. David Hoffmann "allowed a kohen to

study medicine." This assertion is patently false and apparently Dr. Ellenson has
backtracked from this position because he now writes that "R. Hoffman, in effect,
has ruled so as to allow a kohen to study medicine." This is a different claim than

what was advanced in his book and this latter formulation is more subtle and

nuanced. Nevertheless. I assume that the study of responsa literature has not
reached the stage where authorial intent is deemed irrelevant and Hoffmann himself

would certainly be shocked that anyone could understand him to be permittng the
study of medicine by kohanim.1 It is based upon this judgment that I feel confident
in labeling Ellenson's reading as an "egregious misinterpretation."

The responsum under dispute is mainly concerned with whether or not a
kohen who studies medicine can be given the first aliyah. Tangentially Hoffmann

also discusses whether the rabbi is obligated to rebuke one who only violates a rabbinic prohibition and wil not pay any attention to the rebuke. Hoffmann concludes
that one is not permitted to call up this man for the first aliyah but if the rabbi knows
that he wil not be able to prevent this then he should remain quiet for an unwitting

sin is preferable to an intentional sin.
If Hoffmann had provided some halakhic justification for giving the man his
aliyah and specified that in diffcult circumstances it could be relied upon, or even if
Hoffmann had shown grudging acceptance of the practice without offering any
halakhic justification, then Ellenson could have concluded that Hoffman has, in
effect, permitted a kohen studying medicine to be called up for the first aJiyah. (The

words "in effect" are important for if Ellenson had simply written that Hoffmann permitted this kohen to be called up, without any clarification, he would be giving the
reader a false impression.)

However, in this responsum there is not even grudging acceptance. Hoff-
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mann is adamant that such a man must not be given his aliyah, but as he notes, he
can only decide the halakhah. He cannot control whether his decision is honored
by the synagogue administration. The rabbi accomplishes nothing by publicizing a

decision which is going to be roundly ignored. Since this is so he is to be guided by
another halakhic principle, namely, better an unwitting sin than an intentionaL. It is
true that after time errant practices are often halakhically justified even though earlier rabbis were adamantly opposed to these same practices. In fact, to find some
halakhic support-no matter how flmsy-for a questionable practice was always

viewed as a noble endeavor.2 Stil, there is none of this in Hoffmann's teshuvah.

All that i have so far written is relevant to the issue of the responsum namely,
whether the kohen may be given the first aliyah. However, there is absolutely nothing in the responsum to bring one to Ellenson's conclusion that Hoffman has, in

effect, provided the rabbi with an halakhic warrant for acceding to this man's decision to study medicine. Anyone who adopts Ellenson's novel way of reading respon-

sa wil necessarily be confronted with similar leaps of logic. One can look at those
halakhists who, breaking with earlier precedent, choose to count Sabbath violators
in a minyan and conclude that they have, in effect, permitted Sabbath violation. To

give another example, pulpit rabbis are not in the habit of rebuking the Sabbath violators in their congregations and they can be supported by many authorities who
hold that one need not1rebuke a sinner, even one who violates biblical prohibitions,

if he knows that his words wil not have any effect. But does this mean they have, in
effect, permitted anything? From Ellenson's method of reading responsa the answer
is clearly yes!

One final point worth mentioning is that I think Ellenson has confused two
points. The responsum of Hoffmann which we have been discussing is concerned
with the issue of "better inadvertant sinners that wiling ones." In such an instance
refraining from rebuke is also a halakhic decision designed to lessen the weight of
the transgression. It does not imply acceptance of the offense and, with changed cir-

cumstances and a more attentive audience, the rabbi would be obliged to speak
out against the practice in question.

However, there is also the issue of minhag mevatel ha/akhah. Here we find
that halakhists did not merely tolerate, but even accepted the validity of practices

which they believed to be in violation of halakhah, occasionally even biblical law.)
That is, they viewed certain customs as having suffcient authority so that there was
no need to change the practice of the masses. I hope before long to publish my
research on this issue and it is with regard to these examples that Dr. Ellenson's soci-

ological comments wil have more value.
NOTES
1. See Melammed Ie-Hoil, II, nos. 132-137, where Hoffmann shows that, as with all poskim,
he has the utmost concern regarding issues of priestly impurity.

2. See for example R. Moses Israel, Masut Moshe (Constantinople, 1734), vol. 1, Orah
Hayyim no. 17 (p. 66a bottom); R. Samson Morpurgo, Shemesh Tzedakah (Venice, 1743),
vol. 1. Orah Hayyim no. 4; R. Meir Katzenellenbogen, She'elot u-Teshuvot Maharam Padua
(Cracow, 1882), no. 78.
3. See my article in Judaism 40 (Winter, 1991), where I make reference to some relevant
sources.
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CORRECTION
To THE EDITOR:

On page 68 and in note 15 of my article "Religious Strife in Israel: Contempo-

rary Issues" (Traditian, 26:4, Summer 1992), the author of The False Prophet: Rabbi
Meir Kahane, From FBI

Informant to Knesset Member should have been identified as

Robert i. Friedman.
CHAIM I. WAXMAN
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